CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT OF FINANCIAL ACCESS
Financial access broadly refers to making fi nancial services such as savings, credit, insurance, and T A BHAVANI AND N R BHANUMURTHY payments accessible to all potential users without any barrier-price or non-price. It depends on the availability of fi nancial services (i.e. physical access), eligibility, and affordability of users.
In the literature, fi nancial access has been approached, in the name of fi nancial inclusion, from the microeconomic angle focusing on individuals/ households for welfare reasons. However, we approach the issue of fi nancial access from the macroeconomic growth perspective as this is more sustainable. Given that a signifi cant percentage of not only individuals/households but also production organisations is not covered by the formal fi nancial system in developing countries like India, fi nancial access has important growth implications besides having welfare consequences. Further, economic growth assumes critical signifi cance in the Indian context as a powerful instrument in reducing poverty and improving levels of living. We, therefore, analyse fi nancial access in terms of formal fi nancial system providing fi nancial resources for the productive investment requirements of the growth process in India.
We consider actual use of formal fi nancial resources in relation to need (actual investment undertaken) as an indicator of fi nancial access as it is diffi cult to assess potential uses owing to data problems. Further, use of the formal fi nancial system is examined at two levels: one, production organisations obtaining fi nancial resources such as credit from the formal fi nancial system for the purpose of productive investment; The study measures fi nancial access at different levels of aggregation: economy, segment (organised and unorganised) and sector level (agriculture, industry, and services). We measure fi nancial access for the sectors using secondary data mostly unit level data (NSS and companies data). We arrive at segment and economy level fi nancial access as a weighted average of fi nancial access/FRG of sectors and segments within the sectors weights being their GDP shares.
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Agriculture sector, and unorganised service and manufacturing enterprises, revealed limited access to formal fi nancial system in terms of availability and adequacy of loans. Empirical evidence indicates not only limited fi nancial access but also unequal access across enterprises.
Based on the available information, we fi nd that the agriculture sector has the largest fi nancial resource gap (49%) followed by the service sector (41%) because a large segment of these two sectors is unorganised. The industry sector that has a larger organised segment showed the resource gap of only 22% (see Table 1 ).
At an aggregate economy level, fi nancial resource gap was estimated to be 39%. As expected, fi nancial resource gap was the largest for the unorganised segment of the economy (68%) implying only 32% of its investment requirements were fi nanced by the formal fi nancial system (see Table 1 ). 
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Notes:
1. Rank refers to the country's rank out of the 55 countries that are covered in the report.
2. Score is in the scale of 1-7.
3. Domestic fi nancial sector liberalisation index was calculated on the basis of whether or not controls on interest rates and credit exist and whether or not deposits in foreign currency are allowed.
4. Banking fi nancial services score is the weighted average of size index, effi ciency index, and fi nancial information disclosure with 40%, 40%, and 20% weight, respectively.
5. Size index is the weighted average of the score for seven parameters such as deposit money bank deposits, private credit, and bank deposits-all normalised by GDP.
6. Effi ciency index is the weighted average of fi ve parameters such as aggregate profi tability indicator, bank's operating costs to assets, and non-performing loans to total loans.
7. Financial market development is the weighted average of the scores for equity, bond, foreign exchange, and derivatives markets with 30% weight for the fi rst two markets each and 20% weight for the last two markets each.
8. Equity market development is the weighted average of four parameters including stock market capitalisation and stock market value traded-both normalised to GDP.
9. Bond market development is the weighted average of four parameters including private domestic bond market capitalisation and public domestic bond market capitalisation-both normalised to GDP.
10. Financial access is an aggregate of 11 parameters such as market penetration of bank accounts, commercial bank branches, and availability of venture capital. 
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